Environmental degradation and resource depletion drive scientific research priorities to develop technologies for sustainable productive systems. Among them, chemical sensing technology plays a key role for regulating energetic, ecological, and productive efficiency by monitoring and controlling the industrial processes. Semiconducting metal oxide sensors are particularly attractive technology because of their simplicity in function, small size, and projected low cost. e aim of this work is to synthesize Ti-substituted lanthanum ferrite perovskite, LaFe 0.8 Ti 0.2 O 3 , in order to develop a resistive sensor device for monitoring carbon monoxide. Since sensor performances are affected by experimental factors, such as temperature, target gas concentration, and gas flow rate, the aim of the authors was to define the optimum working condition by performing multiple regression analyses.
Introduction
e unsustainable management of industrial processes has been leading to global critic issues, concerning the depletion of energy and material natural resources and the degradation of the environment. is scenario drives scientific research priorities to develop technologies for sustainable productive systems in order to increase the process efficiency. Among these, nuclear and fuel cell are promising green power technologies, but they have open challenges yet, such as the issues related to the nuclear waste management [1] and fuel cell reliability [2] , respectively. For these reasons, the research is currently focused on developing facilitative technologies to control the conventional unsustainable technology in order to convert it to a sustainable one. In this scenario, chemical sensing devices play a key role because they are used for monitoring the environmental impact of the industrial process, for checking the plant safety, and for controlling by feedback actions the productive system sustainability in order to improve the energetic, ecological, and productive efficiency [3] [4] [5] .
Chemiresistors are attractive sensors because of their small dimensions, high sensitivity, fast response, simple structure and consequent easy fabrication, simplicity in function, and low cost [6, 7] . e sensing material is based on metal oxide semiconductors whose electrical resistance is affected by the presence of a target gas in the atmosphere. Indeed, reducing target gas, such as CO, subtracts the adsorbed oxygen from the metal oxide surface, leaving two free electrons and leading to either lower electrical resistance in n-type semiconductors or higher electrical resistance in p-type semiconductors. In order to have high-performance sensors with high sensitivity, response rate, and stability, the authors have synthesized sensing materials based on semiconductor metal oxide with two useful properties: dimensions at nanoscale and chemical nature highly stable, right as perovskite-type oxides. e nanometric dimension improves the sensor performance, including sensitivity and response rate. Indeed, sensor sensitivity is high when the grain size is smaller than the Debye length because there is no electrical contribution of the bulk which otherwise masks the conductivity changes of the surface interacting with the target gas. Sensor response is fast when sensing material is nanostructured because the large surface area promotes the reaction rate between the target gas and the adsorbed oxygen [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] . Finally, the sensor reliability due to its signal stability is assured by using perovskite as a sensing material because this type of metal oxide has high chemical and thermal stability, preventing the sensor baseline drift due to aging effects under high temperature and target gas flowing.
Perovskite-type oxides have the general formula ABO 3 , where the small B metal is placed inside the corner-sharing octahedra BO 6 that form a three-dimensional network with suitable interstices for the large cation A. Since almost all elements are stable in perovskite structure because of their suitable size and charge, a large number of compounds can be synthesized. For this reason, it is possible to design and synthesize perovskite oxides with the most suitable chemical composition and stoichiometry in order to develop sensing material for detecting specific target gas under specific working temperature [13, 14] .
Perovskite oxides are solid ionic material that exhibit ionic, electronic, or mixed ionic-electronic conductivity, depending on the chemical stoichiometry, the working temperature, and the reducing/oxidizing atmosphere [15] . Since cationic vacancies are much less mobile than oxygen vacancies, the oxygen vacancies together with electrons and holes determine electrical properties of perovskites [16] .
e concentration of oxygen vacancies depends on both the oxygen partial pressure and the temperature, according to the principle of Le Chatelier. Indeed, oxygen vacancies formation is promoted under high temperature and low oxygen partial pressure according to endothermic reaction (1), while oxygen vacancies refilling is promoted under low temperature and high oxygen partial pressure in agreement with the exothermic reaction (2) [17, 18] :
where O X O is oxygen with neutral charge sitting on the perovskite lattice site and V € O is oxygen vacancy with double positive charge, following the Kroger-Vink notation. At the same time, oxygen vacancies formation leads to an increase in free-electron concentration, while oxygen vacancies refilling leads to an increase in free electronichole concentration: in other words, reactions (1) and (2) act as self-doping processes, where oxygen vacancy is a donordopant and oxygen is an acceptor-dopant. In addition, the concentration of both electron and holes depends on the energy bandgap and temperature because high temperature promotes electrons from the valence band to the conduction band [19] . e dependence of electronic conductivity on partial pressure of oxygen or, in general, the reducing/oxidizing gas is the working principle of resistive gas sensors. Under low oxygen pressure, the electrical conduction is mainly due to free electrons, n-type domain; while under high oxygen pressure it is mainly due to holes, p-type domain. Under intermediate oxygen pressure, if the energy bandgap is high enough to limit the concentration of free electrons and holes, the ion conduction of oxygen vacancies prevails the electronic conduction, ionic domain. Since ion conductivity does not change with oxygen pressure, semiconductor gas sensor has to work outside this domain [20] . Since LaFeO 3 -based perovskite has low-energy bandgap between the valence band O 2p and the conduction band Fe 3d [21] [22] [23] , it does not show ionic domain and it can work as resistive sensing material under any reducing/oxidizing pressure range [24, 25] .
For this reason, the purpose of the authors is to design LaFeO 3 -based perovskite for detecting carbon monoxide. Tisubstituted lanthanum ferrite perovskites, LaFe 0.8 Ti 0.2 O 3 , have been synthesized and the effect of sensor operating conditions, such as target gas concentration, C, working temperature, T, and inlet-gas flow rate, φ, has been studied on the performances of the sensor device. Nanostructured perovskite oxides were obtained by means of the autocombustion method [26] , which is a fast, easy, scalable, and reliable way for the synthesis of nanopowder. Since the sensor performance depends on multiple factors, whose effects can be both direct and indirect, chemometric analyses were executed in order to define the most useful operating condition for having sensor response with high quality, in agreement with the Quality-byDesign principles [27] . is analytical method includes both the choice of investigated factorial values for every test, following a systematic design of experiment, and the data elaboration by means of multiregression analysis in order to develop mathematical models with predictive ability. 4 . Since citrate ions act also as complexing agents, 1.5249 g of citric acid (CA), C 6 H 8 O 7 ·H 2 O, was added to have the right mole for assuring the complete complexation and subsequent dissolution of all metal ions. Since the added titanium salt has an organic component acting as a fuel, 2.8822 g of ammonium nitrate NH 4 NO 3 was added in order to have fuel-to-oxidizer molar ratio close to the stoichiometric condition, by taking in account the molar amount of both citrate and butoxide ions. Finally, as much ammonium hydroxide (NH 4 OH) as it is necessary to neutralize the solution acidity was added, because otherwise it prevents the citric acid dissociation into citrate anion, which is required for the complexation of metal ions. e reacting solution was heated at 100°C under continuous stirring with a magnetic agitator until a dried dark gel was obtained. e dried gel was further heated at higher temperatures progressively. When the temperature of the heater was set at 200°C, which is the ignition temperature, the explosive reaction started, developing with a sharp self-acceleration. Actually, the reaction did not occur simultaneously and uniformly at all points of the sample because it started from hot spots, which were parts of the gel closer to the heater and with thinner thickness. For this reason, flame propagation was observed until all fuel was consumed and a fluffy powder was produced. e obtained powder was calcined in air at 600°C for 2 hours in order to complete the combustion of unburned or partially burned fuel, remove carbonaceous matter, and promote the crystallization of perovskite oxide.
Materials and Methods

Preparation of Sensor Devices.
e powder of perovskite sensing material (Figure 1(a) ) was mixed with organic solution, containing ethyl cellulose as binder, therpineol as high-boiling solvent, and isopropanol as low-boiling solvent, in order to obtain a viscous slurry (( Figure 1(b) ) easy to deposit on the surface of sensing material holder (Figure 1(d) ).
e latter is a tile of alumina with two interdigitated gold electrodes (Figure 1(c) ).
Characterization of Materials.
e sample was analyzed by X-ray diffraction (XRD) technique in order to identify the phases and determine both the crystalline structure and the crystallite size. e analyses were performed by means of the Rigaku Miniflex diffractometer with Cu-Kα radiation, investigating the range 2θ � 30°-80°with the scan rate 0.3°/ min. e raw XRD data were mathematically elaborated by the Savitzky method for smoothing the pattern profile, with the Sonneveld method for defining the background and with the the Rachinger method for removing the false peaks due to the Kα 2 radiation. e morphology of the synthesized powder was observed by means of the scanning electron microscopic (SEM) analysis. e microscope was Gemini LEO 1530 FEG-SEM by Zeiss with an acceleration voltage of Vacc � 0.2-30 kV and a resolution of 1.0 nm at 20 kV, 2.5 nm at 1 kV, and 5.0 nm at 0.2 kV.
Characterization of Sensors.
e most useful parameters to compare the performances of sensor device are sensitivity, response time, resolution, and temporal stability [27] [28] [29] .
e latter is defined as the response reliability, that depends on the signal drift and it is related to the electrical resistance changes in pure nitrogen atmosphere before and after flowing the target gas into the testing vessel.
Since the sensitivity toward CO is related to the sensor ability to detect the gas at a given concentration by changing electrical resistance, it is usually calculated the relative sensitivity, which is the ratio between the electrical resistance measured in pure nitrogen and in nitrogen containing the target gas CO. However, in order to remove the eventual drift and normalize the response, the authors calculate the fractional sensitivity FS [30] , which is the ratio between the resistance changes due to the target gas effects and the resistance measured in pure nitrogen:
e response time is a typical parameter for kinetic performance evaluation, and it is defined as the time required to reach 90% of the maximum of the sensor output after applying the testing gas. However, it is not a reliable kinetic parameter because it is difficult to compare kinetic performance of different sensors by comparing directly and unequivocally different experimental response time values. Indeed, since the electrical resistance of high-sensitive sensor needs long time to reach the plateau value, the response time of high-sensitive and fast-responding sensor can have the same value as one of low-sensitive and slow-responding sensors. In other words, a sensor can take time to reach the plateau value not because it works slowly, but because it has high sensitivity. For this reason, the evaluation of kinetic performance is more conveniently done by comparing the response rate, defined as electrical resistance changes per unit of time. However, this parameter is not reliable as well because it is affected by the electrical resistance full scale. Indeed, the reaction rate of high-resistive, which means large full-scale, and high-sensitive sensor can have the same value as the one of low-resistive, which means small full-scale, and highsensitive sensor. In other words, the sensor can have low reaction rate not because the resistance takes time to reach the steady sate condition, but because it works under small full scale. For this reason, the authors calculate the normalized response rate, rFS, that is obtained as the maximum fractional sensitivity changes per unit of time, corresponding to the slope of the fractional sensitivity profile at the flex point before reaching the plateau value:
e resolution is defined as the smallest change in a quantity being measured that causes a perceptible change in the corresponding indication [31] . Resistive sensor resolution depends on both the full scale and the output error because it is directly proportional to the electrical resistance span and inversely proportional to the electrical resistance standard deviation. In order to compare sensor performances under different experimental conditions, the authors define the resolution ability index, RAI, which is a useful normalized parameter for this purpose. is parameter is defined as the ratio between the span of fractional sensitivity and its pooled standard deviation:
where ΔFS is the algebraic difference between the maximum and minimum fractional sensitivity values and sd pooled is the weighted average of the all individual standard deviations, assuming that all measurements have the same source of random error [32] .
Journal of Nanotechnologye electrical resistance was measured by using a continuous method.
e sensor was put into a cell made of quartz having a volume of 200 ml, which was located into a tubular oven. e resistance measurements were obtained by means of gold wires, which are connected to the sensor and go out from the cell through two sealed holes. Outside gold wires are connected by electrical cables to the multimeter Keithley2110. A gaseous solution with N 2 and CO was prepared, which are the carrier and the target gases, respectively. e electrical resistance of sensing material was recorded during and after flowing the target gas CO at 100, 150, and 200 ppm, under continuous flow of gaseous solutions of 40, 70, and 100 cm 3 /min. e exposure time is not always the same, but it changes depending on the testing conditions in order to guarantee the achievement of the steady state and the dynamic equilibrium. After recovering time for the baseline, which takes few seconds, every measurement was repeated. Since every measurement is fast and perovskite oxide is highly stable sensing material, sensor drift was not recorded. Fractional sensitivity against 100, 150, and 200 ppm of CO at 300, 380, and 460°C was investigated. Every measurement was repeated, and the mean value of every experimental output data was calculated. Both picture of the flow-through reactor and schematic representation of the gas sensor testing system are shown in Figure 2. 
Design of Experiments and Multiregression Analyses of Data.
A full-factorial experimental design was performed in order to study the dependence of the fractional sensitivity, the normalized response rate, and the resolution ability index on the operating conditions, such as the temperature of the oven, the mass flow rate of the inlet-gas, and the concentration of the target gas. For studying fractional sensitivity and normalized response rate, a full-factorial design was used with three factors and three levels, performing twenty-seven experiments that are displayed geometrically as a body-face-edge centered cube (Figure 3 ), in agreement with the model matrix of the surrogate variables and the correlated experimental matrix of the real variables in Table 1 .
On the other hand, for studying the resolution ability index, a full-factorial design with two factors and three levels was used, and nine experiments which are displayed geometrically as a face-edge centered square were performed (Figure 4 ), in agreement with the model matrix and the correlated experimental matrix in Table 2 .
Nonlinear multiple regression analysis was performed in order to develop mathematical models with predictive ability, which are useful tools to define the direct and indirect effects of all experimental factors on the sensor device performance. e graphical representation of the models are the response surface diagrams, which are useful tools to define the most suitable working conditions for sensor devices, in agreement with the Quality-by-Design approach. In addition, they are useful tools for multiparametric calibration of sensor devices as well. e polynomial function proposed for fitting of the experimental data includes constant, linear, interaction, and quadratic terms:
where Y is the response, which is either the fractional sensitivity, the normalized response rate or the resolution ability index; while the variables X 1 , X 2 , and X 3 are dimensionless and normalized surrogate variables, which are defined on a coded scale from −1 to +1 and represent the true experimental factors from their lowest to highest level. e coefficient b 0 is a constant, b i and b ii are related to the magnitude of the direct effects of X i on Y, and b ij is related to the magnitude of the indirect effect of X i and X j on Y due to their mutual interactions.
e parameter p is the index for defining the statistical significance of each coefficient. e authors consider statistically significant coefficient value when p < 0.01.
Results and Discussion
Combustion Synthesis.
Combustion synthesis was carried out by putting the reacting mixture on a hot plate and increasing gradually the temperature. e flame was ignited when the plate temperature was set at around 200°C. At this temperature, the flame was ignited and the combustion synthesis process started. e heat of combustion was released almost instantaneously in a single step from a vigorous redox reaction between organic compounds and the nitrate ions:
In the reaction, the oxidation of NH4+ and some combustion byproducts, such as NO x , were neglected. Since the fuel-to-oxidizer molar ratio affects the properties of the synthesized powder by controlling the flame temperature value, a fuel-to-oxidizer molar ratio, F/O, was selected, close to the stoichiometric condition. Since the fuel in the reacting solution contains both the butoxide ion and the acetate ion, it is not easy to correctly define the molar ratio between fuel and oxidizer. e problem was overcome by considering the carbon units as fuel. Since the total mole of the available carbon units is considered as the total mole of the supplied fuel, the fuel-to-oxidizer molar ratio is F/O � (4nButO + 6nCA)/(nNO 3 ), where nButO, nCA, and nNO 3 are the moles of butoxide, citrate, and nitrate ions, respectively. Under this assumption, the fuel-to-oxidizer molar ratio at the stoichiometric conditions is (F/O)st � 1.19, while the Figure 2: Picture of the flow-through reactor and schematic representation of the gas sensor testing system.
Figure 3: Pictorial representation of the full-factorial design with three factors and three levels for studying fractional sensitivity and normalized response rate.
equivalence ratio and the normalized equivalence ratio are
However, a more reliable estimation of experimental combustion conditions is from the real number of equivalents of the fuel and the oxidizer, which is related to the amount of exchanged electrons in the redox reaction. Since every mole of butoxide and citrate loses 24 and 18 electrons, respectively, and every mole of nitrate gains 5 electrons, the fuel-to-oxidizer ratio is F/O � (24nButO + 18nCA)/(5nNO 3 ) Table 1 : Full-factorial design with three factors and three levels for fractional sensitivity, FS, and normalized response rate, rFS. Model matrix column shows the surrogate variables, which are X 1 , X 2 , and X 3 ; experimental matrix column shows the real variables, which are oven temperature, inlet-gas flow rate, and carbon monoxide concentration; response column shows the values of fractional sensitivity and normalized response rate, respectively.
Model matrix
Experimental matrix Response 
Figure 4: Pictorial representation of the full-factorial design with two factors and three levels for studying the resolution ability index. Table 2 : Full-factorial design with two factors and three levels for the resolution ability index, RAI. Model matrix column shows the surrogate variables, which are X 1 and X 2 ; experimental matrix column shows the real variables, which are oven temperature and inlet-gas flow rate; response column shows the values of resolution ability index.
Experimental matrix Response and, consequently, the stoichiometric ratio between the fuel and the oxidizer is (F/O)st � 1, the equivalence ratio is ϕ � 0.72, and the normalized equivalence ratio is Φ � 0.42. After the ending of the flame propagation, the product of combustion reaction was a fluffy yellow powder. If the oxidation of NH 4 + is not neglected, the used reaction conditions result to be close to the stoichiometric conditions anyway. Indeed, in this case, since ammonium ions has to be taken into account as extra fuel, the value of fuel-to-oxidizer equivalent ratio is calculated by F/O � (24n ButO + 18n CA + 3n NH4 )/(5n NO3 ). Consequently, the equivalence ratio and the normalized equivalence ratio are ϕ � 1.21 and Φ � 0.55, respectively, according to following equation:
However, it is important to note that our previous work confirms that it is possible to neglect the oxidation of NH 4 + [33] . e real flame temperature was monitored by means of a digital thermometer with two K-type thermocouple at two different positions inside the reacting vessel, which were close to the surface by the heater plate, in order to check the accuracy of the measurement ( Figure 5 ). e temperature profile shows that the temperature starts from 50°C because this is not the temperature of vessel surface in contact with the heater plate, but it is the temperature of the gel at steady state condition, which is the dynamic equilibrium between the exchanged heats because the gel is heated by the hot plate and cooled by the environment at room temperature. After the initial steady state condition, the temperature increases almost instantaneously up to 800°C due to the ignition of the flame, which was obtained by setting the hot plate at 200°C.
By analyzing in depth the temperature profiles, it is possible to study the flame structure, from which it is possible to calculate the ignition temperature ( Figure 6 ). Even though there is no universally acceptance definition, it is convenient to define the ignition temperature from the value of the second derivative of the temperature-time profile, because it is related to the acceleration of the combustion rate. erefore, from the graph (Figure 6 ), it is possible to obtain the ignition temperature, which is the temperature in correspondence of the maximum value of d
. e obtained ignition temperature is around 200°C, in agreement with our previous work [33] . is value is close to the required temperature value of the hot plate to start the combustion synthesis process, in agreement with Semenov model [34] .
Crystal Structure Analysis.
As confirmed by XRD analysis (Figure 7(a) ), the synthesized powder was composed of perovskite oxide mainly because the high temperature, that was reached during the flame propagation into the reaction vessel, promotes perovskite formation. After the calcination step at 600°C in air, the powder was composed of crystalline perovskite oxide only (Figure 7(b) ), because the unreacted fuels were burned, the carbonaceous matters were removed, and the crystallization processes were promoted. e final product was LaFe 0.8 Ti 0.2 O 3 with orthorhombic crystal structure belonging to the P bnm space group, as expected by taking in account the tolerance factor, t. Indeed, the tolerance factor, defined as t , and O −2 under the coordination number 6 are 0.55, 0.605, and 1.40Å, respectively [35] . Even though titanium is, in our case, inserted into perovskite structure as Ti +4 instead of Ti +3 , the mismatch between the ion radii leads to an orthorhombic system according to the tolerance factor 0.97, calculated with the ionic radius 0.605Å of Ti +4 . 
Morphology Analysis.
Despite the high flame temperature, the synthesized powder had high porosity and was made of particles with nanometric dimensions (Figure 8(a) ) because the short combustion reaction time prevents densification and grain growth by solid-state sintering processes [36] . e solid-state sintering is a process that requires thermal energy and is divided in three overlapping stages: the initial stage is characterized by the formation of necks between particles; the intermediate stage occurs with considerable densification and interconnected pores formation; the final stage leads to the formation of isolated pores from each other. In general, the sintering rate is fast and the isolated pore stage is reached quickly, especially when powder is composed of small particle size and the sintering temperature is high. For this reason, it could be expected that combustion synthesis leads to densified material because of the high flame temperature and the combustion product nanodimensions. However, the combustion process is fast and the flame propagation along the reaction vessel takes only few seconds, as confirmed by the temperature profile, recorded during the flame propagation into the reacting vessel ( Figure 5 ). For this reason, the synthesized powder is constituted of nanoparticles partially sintered to low-dense material with open and interconnected pores via dendritic channels.
e postcalcined powder (Figure 8(b) ) keeps the high porosity and the nanoscale dimensions of the precalcined powder (Figure 8(a) ), because the relative low calcination temperature and the short annealing time, leading to little grain growth with invariable distribution of relative grain sizes.
e powder is made of a network of aggregated nanometric particles with spherical morphology. e morphology of the particles does not have the expected typical cubic shape of perovskite compounds, due to the growth of thermodynamically stable [100] crystalline planes. e fast crystallization rate, that is caused by the high flame temperature of the combustion synthesis process, promotes the competition between the growth of the thermodynamically stable planes and the kinetically favored ones, that are [111] and [110] . For this reason, the powder gets the morphology kinetically promoted rather than the one thermodynamically favored.
is result confirms the reliability of autocombustion method to have useful perovskite-based sensing material because synthesized powder, that is made of small grains connected to each other with small necks, has high sensing performance. Indeed, if the size is less than twice the Debye length, a space-charge region can develop in the whole grain, allowing the achievement of maximum sensor response [27] .
Resistance Profile.
e resistance-time profiles of LaFe 0.8 Ti 0.2 O 3 ( Figure 9 ) are recorded under operating conditions designed by the experimental matrix (Table 1 ). Every single graphic shows the resistance before, during and after flowing the target gas CO at 100, 150, and 200 ppm. In order to guarantee the achievement of the steady state and the dynamic equilibrium during all measurements, the exposure time to the target gas was not always the same, but it was changed depending on the specific operating condition, ranging from 400 to 900 seconds. After the recovering time, every measurement was repeated. Since every measurement takes few seconds and perovskite oxide is a highly stable sensing material, there was not evidence of any baseline drift.
Since the partial substitution of Fe +3 with Ti +4 in LaFe 0.8 Ti 0.2 O 3 promotes the oxygen vacancies refilling process, reaction (2), in order to neutralize the positive change excess, the hole concentration is increased and, consequently, it is expected that LaFe 0.8 Ti 0.2 O 3 exhibits ptype semiconductor behavior under testing conditions.
Since the resistance increases when CO flows inside the testing cell, it is confirmed that LaFe 0.8 Ti 0.2 O 3 acts as a p-type semiconductor. Indeed, the interaction of reducing gas, such as CO, removes atomic oxygen from the metal oxide and produces free electrons. ese latter ones reduce electronic conductivity of p-type semiconductor because they neutralize part of preexistent holes, the main charge carrier. e interaction between reducing gas and the metal oxide occurs either via surface process, affecting the amount of adsorbed oxygen by reaction (9), or via bulk process, leading to stoichiometry changes by reaction (10) .
In the reactions (9) and (10) O is oxygen vacancy with one positive charge. Since experimental resistance changes are fast compared to expected diffusion rate of the oxygen vacancies in the solid, it is possible to claim that the conductivity changes are due to surface interactions, rather than the bulk stoichiometry changes. In addition, experimental data show a complete recovery of the conductivity after flowing CO, confirming that the interaction does not lead to persistent changes that are conversely produced by bulk processes. In addition, there is no evidence of any resistance drift, although the sensing material is exposed to reducing agents at high temperature, that could promote the lattice collapse to new phases. e complete reversibility of the target gas effects confirms the absence of bulk reactions.
Performance Analyses.
e graphics in Figure 10 show the fractional sensitivity profile over time. Since fractional sensitivity is a normalized parameter, it is possible to study easily the fractional sensitivity of the sensor device under different experimental conditions by comparing directly the graphs having ordinate axes with the same linear scale. At low temperature, the fractional sensitivity is quite low (Figure 10 ) even though it recorded experimental resistance changes ( Figure 9) .
Performance analysis is shown in Figures 11 and 12 , where it is, respectively, reported the fractional sensitivity and the normalized response rate against the concentration of carbon monoxide at different values of gas flow rate and temperature. As expected, both the fractional sensitivity and the normalized response rate increase monotonically with increasing the concentration of CO because the interaction between the target gas and the metal oxide surface, reaction (9) , is shifted toward the production of electrons, according to the principle of Le Chatelier, and its forward rate is increased, according to law of mass action. However, the dependence of the fractional sensitivity and the normalized response rate on carbon monoxide concentration is not significant at low temperature.
In addition, it is possible to note that both the fractional sensitivity and the normalized response rate do not increase monotonically with increasing the temperature because their maximum values are obtained at intermediate temperatures due to its contrary effects on the physical adsorption of CO and on the kinetic of the reaction involving adsorbed CO and superficial oxygen, reaction (9) . In general, physical adsorption of gaseous molecules on a solid surface is a spontaneous process (ΔG < 0), leading to a more ordered system (ΔS < 0). For this reason, spontaneous physical adsorption is an exothermic process (ΔH < 0) according with the Gibbs free energy function (ΔG � ΔH − TΔS). Hence, CO physical adsorption is favored at low temperatures in agreement with the Van't Hoff equation. On the other hand, the rate of reaction (9) is promoted at high temperature, according to Arrhenius equation. Consequently, there is an optimum temperature at which the fractional sensitivity and the normalized response have got maximum values [37] .
Finally, the experimental data in Figures 11 and 12 show that the inlet-gas flow rate affects both the fractional sensitivity and the normalized response. Indeed, high flow rate promotes reaction (9) because of the large amount of available target gas per unit of time on the perovskite surface. In addition, high flow rate generates turbulence in the gaseous solution leading to reduction of the diffusion boundary layer thickness and promoting, consequently, the diffusion of CO toward the perovskite surface. However, the dependence of the fractional sensitivity and the normalized response on the flow rate is not significant at low temperature because of the low reactivity of available target gas regardless of their amount.
For performing a multiple-criteria decision analysis, it is graphed fractional sensitivity against normalized response rate ( Figure 13 ). e best sensing performances, that means the highest fractional sensitivity and the highest normalized response rate, are obtained with working conditions planned in the experiment ex16 ( Table 1 ) that applies the intermediate value of temperature and the maximum value of flow rate and CO concentration: T � 380°C, φ � 100 cm 3 /min, and C � 200 ppm, respectively. It is interesting to note the direct correlation between FS and rFS, confirming that the normalized parameters are useful for comparing the performance of sensor device under different experimental conditions. is would not have been possible, if the author had used resistance changes as a sensitive parameter and response time or the rate of resistance changes as a kinetic parameter.
Posttest Analyses.
In order to be able to compare the sensing performances under different operating conditions, the sensing material has to keep unaltered its chemical and physical properties [38] . In other words, it is necessary that the target gas does not irreversibly react with the perovskite leading to a stable new material and the aging process does not modify the material morphology [39] . Even though perovskite shows a reversible sensing activity against carbon monoxide (Figure 9 ), the authors have performed posttest analyses ( Figure 14 ) in order to confirm the chemical and morphological stability of perovskite. XRD analysis (Figure 14(a) ) confirms the absence of any new stable reduced phase occurred from the reduction of perovskite by carbon monoxide. SEM pictures (Figure 14(b) ) confirms the absence of mass densification due to sintering processes, occurring under prolonged exposure to high temperatures.
Mathematical Models.
Since sensor testing procedure involves multiple factors, that affect directly and indirectly sensing performances, chemometric analysis was applied.
is analytical approach includes two successive steps: planning experiments in agreement with the full-factorial three level design; performing multivariate analysis of collected data in order to develop mathematical models. e investigated range of each factor was as follows: temperature from 300 to 460°C; inlet-gas flow rate from 40 to 100 cm 3 / min; and CO concentration from 100 to 200 ppm. e polynomial function proposed for the multiple regression analyses, equation (4), includes linear-terms for studying direct effects of the factors, cross terms for discovering eventual indirect effects due to the mutual interaction between factors, and square-terms to provide a more appreciable fitting of the mathematical models.
Since the trend and the value of leverage is the same for all mathematical models, it makes no sense to show all leverage plots related to the fractional sensitivity, the normalized response rate and the resolution ability index.
erefore, it is shown only the dependence on temperature and concentration of the leverage related to the fractional sensitivity for the mathematical model calculated by fullfactorial design with three factors (Figure 15 ). Since the leverage computed in every point of the experimental domain is much lower than unity, the precision of the predicted response obtained by the computed multiple regression model is much better than that of every experimental data: indeed, the result of multiplying leverage value by the experimental variance corresponds to the variance of the predicted value in that point [40] .
Full-Factorial Design for Fractional Sensitivity and
Normalized Response Rate Analysis. It was investigated the direct and indirect effects of temperature (T), inlet-gas flow rate (φ) and carbon monoxide concentration (C) on both fractional sensitivity (FS), and the normalized response rate (rFS) by performing twenty-seven measurements under the experimental operating conditions planned in Table 1 . e fitting polynomial function proposed for the regression analyses has the surrogate factors X 1 , X 2 , and X 3 , that are coded scale values representing the real factors T, φ, and C, respectively, while the response Y is either FS or rFS.
Since the bar charts related to the fractional sensitivity and the normalized response rate, (Figures 16(a) and 16(b) ), show that the coefficients b 1 , b 2 , and b 3 of both mathematical models are statistically significant, it is reasonable to claim that all T, φ, and C affect significantly both FS and rFS because they directly affect the interaction between the target gas and the sensing material.
Temperature affects directly the reaction rate of (9) in agreement with the Arrhenius law and CO adsorption in agreement with Van't Hoff law, as already discussed. In addition, it affects indirectly the reaction rate because of its effects on the CO diffusivity along the boundary layer, that provides the available amount of carbon monoxide to the metal oxide surface. Gas flow rate affects not only the turbulence close to the sensing surface with repercussions on the diffusion boundary layer thickness, but also the contact time between the target gas and sensing material with repercussions on the penetration depth of the target gas into the porous sensing material. In other words, inlet-gas flow rate has effects on the real interacting surface area and, consequently, on the kinetic of the reaction (9), affecting rFS, and on the magnitude of the electrical resistance changes, affecting FS.
e gas concentrations have effects on the chemical equilibrium composition of reaction (9) by Le Chatelier's principle, affecting the amount of reacted CO and, consequently, the magnitude of FS. Also, it affects the kinetics of surface chemical reactions in agreement with the law of mass action and, consequently, rFS depends on target gas concentrations. Finally, it impacts the diffusion of the target gas toward the sensing surface along the diffusion boundary layer, affecting both FS and rFS.
e cross term b 13 in Figure 16 (a) is statistically significant in the mathematical model because carbon monoxide concentration affects the temperature effects on the fractional sensitivity and vice-versa.
is occurs because both the carbon monoxide concentration and the temperature take an active part in the same key steps of the sensing process, that are the carbon monoxide diffusion along the boundary layer, adsorption on the metal oxide surface, and the reaction with the active site of the sensing material. However, these interaction effects are very low under the investigated operating conditions. Figure 17(a) shows that the relationship between the fractional sensitivity and the concentration depends significantly on temperature because the slope of the linear function describing their relationship changes from 0.2 to 0.4 and 0.6% ppm −1 when the temperature increases from 300 to 360 and 460°C, respectively; indeed, the contour plot shows that FS changes from 20 to 40% at 300°C, from 180 to 220% at 380°C and from 40 to 100% at 460°C, when the C is changed from 100 to 200 ppm.
On the other hand, the cross term b 13 in Figure 16 (b) is not statistically significant because CO concentration and temperature does not significantly affect each other in the mathematical model related to the normalized response rate. Indeed, Figure 18 (a) shows that the relationship between the normalized response rate and the concentration does not depend significantly on temperature because their linear relationship does not change with the temperature, and it has a constant slope of 4·10 −3 % s −1 ·ppm −1 ; in effect, the contour plot shows that the rFS change from 0 to 0.4% s −1 at 300°C, from 1.2 to 1.6% s −1 at 380°C and from 0.2 to 0.6% s
at 460°C, when C is changed from 100 to 200 ppm. However, at 300 and 460°C the response rate keeps at low levels due to the kinetic inhibition of the reaction of target gaseous with sensing materials under low temperature and the thermodynamic inhibition against the physical adsorption process under high temperature; while at intermediate temperature the response rate is quite high. e cross terms b 23 in Figures 16(a) and 16(b) are not statistically significant in both mathematical models because inlet-gas flow rate does not significantly alter the effects of carbon monoxide concentration on both fractional sensitivity and the normalized response. Indeed, Figure 17 and the concentration does not depend significantly on the value of inlet-gas flow rate because the slope of the linear function describing their linear relationship is 0.5% ppm −1 at whatever temperature: the contour plot shows that FS changes from 150 to 200%, from 180 to 230%, and from 180 to 230% at 300, 380, and 460°C, respectively. One extra information obtained from this data is the quadratic dependence between the fractional sensitivity and the inlet-gas flow rate because FS reaches the plateau value of 180 and 230% when carbon monoxide concentration is 100 and 200 ppm, respectively. In the same way, Figure 18(b) shows that the linear relationship between the normalized response rate and the concentration does not depend significantly on the inlet-gas flow rate because the slope is 5·10 −3 % s
at whatever φ value. e cross terms b 12 in Figures 16(a) and 16(b) are not statistically significant because inlet-gas flow rate does not significantly compromise the effects of carbon monoxide concentration on both fractional sensitivity and the normalized response. Indeed, Figure 17(c) shows that the relationship between the fractional sensitivity and the inlet-gas flow rate does not depend significantly on the temperature because FS increases by 40 units when the inlet-gas flow rate increase from 40 to 100 cm 3 ·min at whatever temperature; in fact, the contour plot shows that FS changes from 0 to 40%, from 160 to 200%, and from 20 to 60% at 300, 380, and 460°C, respectively. Similarly, Figure 18 (c) shows that the linear relationship between the normalized response rate and the inlet-gas flow rate does not depend significantly on the temperature because the slope is 4·10
e term b 11 is statistically significant in both models, Figures 16(a) and 16(b) , because the dependence of the fractional sensitivity and the normalized response rate on the temperature is not linear but quadratic. Indeed, the temperature has two different conflicting effects on the sensor performance. e large value of the coefficient b11 indicates the importance of the conflicting role that the temperature has. Indeed, the temperature strongly inhibits the physical adsorption of CO, but strongly promotes the reaction (9) , at the same time. can easily be seen that the best fractional sensitivity and normalized response rate are obtained under intermediate temperature.
e term b 22 is statistically significant in the model related to the fractional sensitivity (Figure 16(a) ) because it does not increase indefinitely with increasing the inlet-gas flow rate, but it rises asymptotically towards a plateau value, as shown in the response surface (Figures 17(b) and 17(c) ). Indeed, with high values of inlet-gas flow rate, the process begins chemical controlled and the amount of available target gas on the perovskite surface is no more dependent on it. In general, the fate of the target gas in the sensing process includes seven steps: the diffusion towards the external surface of the sensing thin layer, the internal diffusion into the pores, the adsorption on the sensing material surface, the chemical reaction leading to surface electrical resistance change, the desorption of the products, and the subsequent internal and external diffusion of the products. In particular, solid porous sensing materials based on metal oxide semiconductor detect a target gas by its chemical reactions with superficial oxygens, O − ad , as described in the reaction (9) . Since the chemical reaction occurs on the metal oxide surface consuming the reagents, the concentration of the reagents on the surface is different from that in the bulk, leading to a concentration gradient into the boundary layer.
e reagent supply to the surface occurs by the gas diffusion along the boundary layer, that depends on the partial pressures, the molecular diffusion coefficient, and the thickness of the boundary layer. By increasing the inlet-gas flow rate, the turbulence increases and, consequently, the boundary layer thickness decreases promoting the diffusion of the target gas toward the surface. In this case, the slow step of the sensing process is the diffusion and, consequently, the sensing process is faster when the inlet-gas flow rate is higher. However, when the inlet-gas is too high, the slow step is the chemical reaction and, consequently, the sensitivity does not change with further increase in inlet-gas flow rate. Indeed, even though the reaction rate is actually affected by the inlet-gas flow rate because it controls the supply of target gas per unit of time on the surface, the defined number of superficial active sites for sensing reactions limits the effect of inlet-gas flow rate. erefore, the excessive increase in inlet-gas flow rate leads to the transition from the diffusional regime, that is due to the mass-transfer limitations, toward the chemical regime, where the slow step, that controls the whole sensing process, is the reaction (9) [41] [42] [43] .
On the other hand, the coefficient b 22 is not statistically significant in the model related to the normalized response rate because it did not show quadratic dependence under the investigate operating conditions.
In addition, the coefficient b 33 is not statistically significant in both models (Figures 16(a) and 16(b) ), because the concentrations of carbon monoxide are within the linearity range of the calibration curve.
Full-Factorial Design for Resolution Ability Index
Analysis. It was investigated the direct and indirect effects of temperature and inlet-gas flow rate on the resolution ability index by performing nine experiments, as indicated in Table 2 . e fitting polynomial function has the surrogate factors X 1 and X 2 , that are related to the real factors T and φ, respectively; while the response Y is the sensor resolution ability index, RAI. e model matrix with the surrogate variables, the experimental matrix with the real variables and the measured responses are shown in Table 2 .
Since the bar chart (Figure 19 ), shows that b 1 and b 2 are statistically significant, both the temperature and the inletgas flow rate affect significantly the resolution ability index. In addition, the dependence between the resolution ability index and the two studied factors is quadratic, as confirmed by the significant values of the coefficients b 11 and b 22 . However, the b 12 value is not statistically significant, it means that there is not any significant mutual interaction between the temperature and the inlet-gas flow rate within the investigated experimental domain.
ree-dimensional response surface and the corresponding contour plot (Figure 20) , show the bell shape trend of the resolution ability index against both temperature and flow rate, spanning the values from 0 to 120. It is possible to predict that the optimum experimental condition in order to have the highest resolution ability index is when both the temperature and the inlet-gas flow rate have intermediate values. Indeed, under lower and higher values, the interaction between the target gas and the sensing surface is either kinetically or thermodynamically inhibited: temperature affects the gas adsorption on sensing surface and the chemical reaction (9); inlet-gas flow rate (c) Figure 18 : Response surface and counter plot related to the polynomial function describing the operating conditions effects on the normalized response rate: (a) effects of temperature and carbon monoxide concentration, when inlet-gas flow rate is 70 cm 3 /min; (b) effects of inlet-gas flow rate and carbon monoxide concentration, when temperature is 380°C; (c) effects of inlet-gas flow rate and temperature, when carbon monoxide concentration is 150 ppm. affects the gas diffusion to sensing surface and the contact time.
e worst condition, that is related to a null resolution ability index, is observed when temperature is low and the flow rate is high because the interaction rate at the interface level is low and the contact time is short.
By overlapping in Figure 21 the contour plots related to the fractional sensitivity and the resolution ability index as function of temperature and gas flow rate, that are in Figures 17(c) and 20 respectively, it is possible to know the best working condition of the sensor.
e best sensor performance is obtained under intermediate values of both temperature and inlet-gas flow rate in a restrict range within the investigated experimental conditions, that is the gray zone in Figure 21 .
Conclusion
Perovskite oxides LaFe 0.8 Ti 0.2 O 3 with orthorhombic crystalline structure was synthesized by the autocombustion method, that has led to powder made of a single phase, a material with homogenous composition and zerodimension particles with high porosity. From systematic studies, that apply Quality-by-Design principles, it was optimized the working conditions for CO sensor devises made of a thin film of LaFe 0.8 Ti 0.2 O 3 sensing material deposited on a interdigitated gold electrodes over ceramic substrate.
e output of the multiple regression analyses defined the direct and indirect effects of temperature, inletgas flow rate, and carbon monoxide concentration on sensor performances. In accordance with the mathematical models, all investigated experimental factors affect the fractional sensitivity and normalized response rate of the sensor device.
e concentration of carbon monoxide and the temperature affect each other, leading to a global effect on the fractional sensitivity because both the mass-transfer diffusion along the boundary layer and the reaction of the target gas on the sensing surface are affected by the CO concentration and temperature in the same time. In addition, temperature and inlet-gas flow rate affect resolution ability index of the sensor device without any significant mutual interaction.
Finally, it is possible to claim that the best working conditions are with intermedia temperature and inlet-gas flow rate. Fractional sensitivity, normalized response rate, and resolution ability index do not increase monotonically with increasing the temperature; indeed, target gas physical adsorption on sensing surface is promoted at low temperature, while the reaction rate between the target gas and the sensing material is promoted at high temperature. In addition, inlet-gas flow rate has a nonlinear effect on sensor performances because the interaction between target gas and sensing surface is kinetically inhibited under both low and high values of inlet-gas flow rate; indeed, the target gas diffusion towards sensing surface is promoted at high flow rate, while the contact time between target gas and sensing material is promoted at low flow rate. In addition, it is important to note that the mathematical model related to the effects of CO concentration, inlet-gas flow rate, and temperature on the fractional sensitivity can be used as multicalibration curve. e usage of a response surface as calibration surface overcame problems related to unexpected and unwanted changes fluctuation of operating condition, such as inlet-gas flow rate and temperature.
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